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Ab initio molecular orbital calculations have been carried out on tetrahedral 
and three different planar forms of CH,Li,. In terms of the energy differences 
between tetrahedral and planar forms, all the planar CH2Li2 forms are stabilized 
relative to those of unsubstituted tetravalent hydrocarbon compounds. An anal- 
ysis has been made of the various factors contributing to this stabilization_ 

Introduction 

The energy difference between tetrahedral and planar conformations of the 
methane molecule has been computed by several methods, giving energy differ- 
ences of 5.5 to 10.8 eV Cl-31 depending on the methods of calculations. Ob- 
viously, for existence, any planar derivative of methane must be stabilized in 
some way. Hoffmann [4] has suggested several possible ways of stabilizing a 
planar geometry. 

Hoffmann’s analysis begins with a consideration of the molecular orbitals for 
the planar structure of methane. Two electrons are engaged in normal sp* type 
hybrids at the carbon and form normal c bonds with two hydrogen% The two 
other hydrogens are weakly engaged in three-center two electron bonds and the 
remaining tw.o electrons on the carbon atom are placed in a pure 2p orbital per- 
pendicular to the molecular plane. Resonance makes all C-H bonds equivalent. 

Hoffmann suggests two ways to stabilize such a system: (1) substitution by 
electron-withdrawing groups; (2) participation of two Zp electrons in a (4n + 2)~ 
system. The latter was examined in a recent paper by Schoeliier [5], and indeed, 
a substantial amount of stabilization has been obtained in spire systems such as 
the ethylenebenzenium and acetylenebenzenium cations. In the MIND0/2 * ap- 
proximation, planar forms are about 20 kcal mol-’ more stable than the tetra- 
hedral forms. 

t Modified Intemediate Neglect of Differential Overlap. <This method has been worked out by 
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0~ knowledge no complete study of the various conformers of thisspeCies_has 
been-published. .We therefore made an investigation of this, looking e~pli&tly at 
the electron transfer in each case. In p~&icular, we were seeking ijossible stable 
conformers. 

_- 

Method of calculation : 

This work is an ab initio all electron calculation; We have used the MOLE- 
CULE-prog&nmne, kindly put at our disposal by Jan Ah+@f [7]; The co&&a- 
tion was carried through using a (7,3) gaussian type- basis contracted to a double 
c set; @or the carbon atom orbital exponents and contra&ion coefficients were 
taken from the work by Roos and Siegbahn [8]; Values for’p.orbitals_&r the Li 
atorn were not found in the literature, and sin&these orbitals are essential in the 
present work, an o$imization of Li_-H was carried out. The results were.in agree- 
ment with those obtained by extrapolation of the corresponding values for the 
elements B-Ne IS]. The resulting orbital exponents and contraction coefficients. 
are given in .Table 1. For hydrogen, a 4s contracted to -double s-basis set was used, 
the numerical values were taken from the work by, Huzinaga [9]. All’vahres were 
multiplied by a scaling factor of l-25, 

Four different models were considered in this- calculation, see Fig. l..Jn the 
following discussion the four forms are named -4, B, C, and D, the symbols re- 
ferring to Fig_ 1. All forms have been geometry optimized; the resulting parameters 
are given m.Table 2.-A Mulliken type population analysis has been carried out 
fcr all four forms. 

Li. 
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.Fig. 1. Spatial arrangements of the various forms A. B. C, and 13. ’ :_ 
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TABLE 1 : : 

I, WE ORBIT&J EXPONENTS AC CONTRACTION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE Li ATOM 

:_ Orbital exppneni ._ 1.. Contraction coefficient 

1;1s 0.0832 
0.15 0.433 
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Fig. 2. Plot of the lb, orbital for form B. 

Fig. 3. Possible electron transfer in form D. 
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-As is seen in Table 1, the tetrahedral c&&mer A has&lo&e& tine&- but : 
m app&i&le._ &&&&ion of plan= fed Bf C.-&d D_ &L~&&@~~~&~&&&_ 

difTere&e between A and B being’only1.37 kcal mol-l~~Forms~~&nd D are of- : 
about equal energy and-some 43 k&l mol:’ less stable than A._.- . . I 

The optimized geometry of A-shoes a normal tetrahedral structure. The C’-Li. 
distance of 1.98 A is 0.04 & shorter than the optimized value-for’the LiCHJmole- 
culeina minimum basis ab initio calculation by Fitzpatrick [lo]. This may be. 
taken as an indication of a greater ionic character of the C+Li bond,inA, further. 
confirmation of this is seen in Table 4 which gives the electronic charges. The .- 
increased positive charge on Li in our calculation compared to LiCH3- [lo] (0.365 
and 0.143) clearly demonstrates ionic character, as does the very strongly-nega- 
tively-charged carbon. Furthermore, the calculated dipole moment of 2.23 D. 
for this form also clearly shows ionic character. 

Form B is seen to have geometric parameters rather different from A 
(Table 2). The C-Li bond of 1.83 A is drastically shortened, while the ionic 
character, as judged from electronic ch&ges, seems compamble. An explanation 

.. of the short C-Li bond distance and the high stability of this species is found 
by examining the orbital energies, which are given in Table 3. It is seen that the 
highest occupied orbital is of 7~ type; that means that two electrons on the carbon 
atom arc in ap orbital perpendicular to the HCH p&e, and are able to form a 
three-centre two electron bond with the vacant lone pair orbitals on the Li atoms. 
A plot of this orbital is shown in Fig. 2. A ring current is seen to be generated 
over the CLiLi framework, the existence of which much be.responsible for the 
favourable energy of this species and for the exceptionally short C-Li bond. In 
comparing orbital energies between A and B there is a tendency for lower orbital 
energies for B with respect to both inner shells and valence electrons. Neverthe- 

TABLE 2 

MOLECULAR PROPERTIES OF CHzLi2 CONFORMERS 

Bond distices in fi units. dipole moments <p) in D units and energies in atomic units. 

FOlUl 

A B C 'D * 

C-Li 1.98 1.83 
C-H 

1.90 2.22 
1.08 1.09. l.oga 1.08 a 

Li._.Lf 3.31 2.96 
LLi-G-Li 

3.80 2.91. 
113” lOSo 180” = 180° a 

LH-C-H logo 85.9O 180” a 109O 

Total energies -53.7851 -53.7711 -53.7165 -53.7179 

Nuclear repulsion energies 19.7409 20.8784 20.2471 15.6678 

Dipole momexits 2.23. 1.44 0. 2.63 

* Note added in proof: Prefiii;inary unrestricted Hatree-Fock calculations on this form &am&g a tipi& 
configuratio&-<6a. Iilb& give a toteI energy of -53.7714 aa. Further c&cuIations on thispoint XV= ., 

be carried out within the framework of the restricted HartreeFock framework. _ 
a Asnrmed values 

. . . 
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: TABLIp_ 

OREITAL’ENERGIES FOR VARIOUS FORMS OF CH& (in au.) 

_.A. I_ .,; B C D 

: 10;:. .~ .-ll.Oif74 -11.1186 -1l1132 101 -11.3618 
‘201: -2.3918 

la1 
a3 a1 -2.4057 -2.3938 Sl -2.4148 

lb1 -2.3817 -2.3938 a1 -2.4137 lb1 -2.4053. ~~ lhu 
301 -0.7495 3q -0.8966 
lb% .. -0.4247 2bx -0.446s 

Yb” -6.7697 4Q --0.9720 
2u -0.5305 lb1 -0.6603 

% -0.2701 bl -9.3375 2h a.2424 Sal a.4788 
2bl 1-o-1867 .lb2 -9.1804 lblu -9.1690 hl --0.1605 

-%I +0.0193 lb2 -0.1496 

TABLE 4 

TOTAL ELECTRONIC POPULATION 

Atom A B C D 

C -1.028 -1.013 -1.171 a.332 
R +0.149 -to.125 MO.280 +0.209 

Lm) +0.3mi aO.382 +0.305 -0.074 

Li(2) -9.01 

TABLE 5 

TOTAL OVERLAP POPULATION BETWEEN ATOMS 

Distance A B c D 

Lie--Li -6.9454 +0.1566 -0.2274 a-O.8686 
C-Li -c-O.6456 +0.6073 +0.6147 +0.1570 
H-c +0.6418 +0.6752 +0.6857 -co.6466 

TABLE 6 

OVERLAP POPULATION OF YI ORBITAL 

B lb2 C lblu 

o&J35 0.0996 

0.2426 0.2364 
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iess -the total ener&of A is lower than B because of a favourable n&e& r&ul- 

lsion term;- Thisterm lowers the-to&l energy &A by i%:.ab. &n&red to-B. 1 
.An ex&&ion of-the lower core energies may’ be. found.@ the:total.po&ations. 
given in Table 4, indicating higher positive charge on the &i at(gi’*%B. JI bqm- 
parison between-valence orbitalsis rtither difficult because .of differen% hybrid- 

.i.zathns on carbon for A aid B. However, one explanation foi; the.lower energes’ 
hi B may he in the more favourable electronic distribution due to the thrie-c&r&r 
bond. . . 
- A striking demons&&ion of the effect’of the three-centre bonding is given in 
Table 5 where the total’overlap population is shown. For B, the LiTLi overlap’ 
is eO.1566, compared to -0.9454 for A. The main part of the positive overlap 
in B is contributed by the ‘TT system, as shown in Table 6. The unusually. high 
negative Li-Li overlap population in A combined with a Li---Li separation of 
3.31 A indicates substantial van der Waals repulsion. Comparing with the methane 
mole.cule, we have stressed the stabilizing effect of the three centre x system. 
The large negative Li---Li overlap in A may indicate that the tetrahedral struc- 
ture in A is in fact destabilized by van der Waals repulsion compared to methane. 

The planar form C (see Table 2 and Fig. 1) has some features similar to B. 
Compared to tetrahedral A, the nuclear repulsion term destabilizes C whereas 
the electronic energy term is more favourable in the planar C form. A three-centre 
?r bond is also found in C, but our computations indicate that this linear three- 
centre orbital is less effective than the ring system in B. The n- systems in B and 
C are symmetrically separated from other orbit& meaning that the higher 
orbital energy of Ml, in C shows a weaker a system for this species. 

The D form has a C-Li bond of 2.22 a, drastically longer than the other 
forms. The total overlap population of this bond is only l/4 its value in the 
ether species (Table 5), whereas the Li-Li overlap population is now positive. 
In fact, this system may be regarded as a CH2 fragment only weakly interacting 
with a Li-Li molecule. The total electronic charges differ greatly from those of 
the other forms. The carbon atom in D is almost neutral, the two inequivalent. 
Li atoms being slightly negatively charged. The nuclear repulsion term is seen to 

_ favour D (Table 2) while the total electronic energy is disfavourable. Since the 
orbital energies are markedly lower in D, this may indicate that the nuclear at- 
traction term is weakened. 

Table 3 shows nearly degeneracy between the highest occupied and the lowest 
virtual orbital which is also bonding. Consequently, our assumption that the 
singlet state gives the lower energy for the D form, may be invalid. 
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